Tapping mode atomic force microscopy

in liquid
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We show that standard silicon nitride cantilevers can be used for tapping mode atomic force
microscopy (AFM) in air, provided that the energy of the oscillating cantilever is sufficiently high
to overcome the adhesion of the water layer. The same cantilevers are successfully used for tapping
mode AFhif in liquid. Acoustic modes in the liquid excite the canti1eve.r. On soft samples, e.g.,
biological material, this tapping mode AFM is much more gentle than the regular contact mode
AFM. Not only is the destructive infuence of the lateral forces minimized, but more important, the
intrinsic viscoelastic properties of the sample itself are effectively used to “harden” the soft sample.

Recently, a new imaging mode in air, a hybrid form of
contact and noncontact mode atomic force microscopy
(AFMjZ was introduced.‘7” In this so-called tapping mode,
the cantilever (driven by a piezoelectric actuator) vibrates at
its resonance frequency. Upon approaching the sample, the
tip briefly touches, or taps, the surface at the bottom of each
swing, resulting in a decrease in oscillation amplitude. The
feedback loop keeps this decrease at a preset value and a
topographic image of the sample surface can be obtained.
The restoring cantilever force should be higher than the adhesion force due the water film present on samples under
ambient conditions3 For this reason stiff cantilevers” with
force constants ranging from I0 to 100 N/m and oscillation
amplitudes between 50 and 100 nm are used. In tapping
mode AFM, the destructive influence of the lateral forces,
due to the relative movement of the tip with respect to the
sample, is virtually eliminated, as is the case in noncontact
mode AEM, because the duration of tip-sample contact is
short. The lateral resolution, however, is as high as in contact
mode PLFM, being determined by the tip sharpness. A soft
viscoelastic polymer can now be imaged without discernible
damage.’
The disruption of soft samples, e.g., biological samples,
reduces significantly when imaging under liquid and removing the high adhesion forces due to the water film on samples
under ambient conditions.3 However, the lateral forces are
still there and tend to wipe away and smear out surface features on soft samples, such as living cells. The operation of
tapping mode AFM under liquid could potentially reduce the
disruptive influence of the lateral forces and give less dcformation on soft samples.
ln this letter we show that tapping mode AFM can he
operated in air using standard V-shaped silicon nitride
cantilevers’ with force constants of 0.38 and 0.58 N/m.
Moreover, with those same cantilevers we have performed
tapping mode AFM successfully irt liquid.
An existing stand-along AFM in which the tip is
scanned,“36has been modified by positioning a piezo actuator
(AEO203DOS. NEC, Japan! in the cantilever holder. Raising
the driving frequency from 10 to 100 kHz gives the frequency characteristics in air as shown in Fig. l(~aj (dashed
linej. Many resonances can be observed including the cantilever resonance at 52 kHIz with a Q fxtor of about 40. Driv2454
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ing the cantilever at 52 kHz, while nearing a glass surface,
gives an approach curve as shown in Fig. l(b). Up till point
A, the cantilever oscillates free from the surface with an
amplitude of 450 nm. Beyond A, the tip starts touching the
surface, causing a shift of the resonance frequency and a
decrease in amplitude. Between rl and R, the amplitude decreases linearly and a feedback loop can be activated, enabling topographic imaging of soft surfaces. From R on, the
tip is continuously in contact with the glass surface.7 At that
point there is not enough energy stored in the cantilever oscillation to overcome the adhesion force exerted on the tip by
the water Layer [PO nN in Fig. l(b)].
The V-shaped silicon nitride cantilevers used for tapping
mode AFM in air have force constants k of 0.38 and 0.58
N/m and are 100 pm long. The 200 pm cantilevers, most
frequently used in contact mode AFM, are too weak (O.U6
and 0.12 N/m) to obtain stable imaging in tapping mode
AFM in our setup. There is no fundamental limitation, however, to use these cantilevers in tapping mode AFM in air. In
that case, oscillation amplitudes of several micrometers are
required. Typically, the oscillation amplitudes are 1.0 times
larger than the amplitudes used in tapping mode AFM with
the stiffer silicon cantilevers.’ In light of the energy stored in
the cantilever movement, $XZ’ (with (1 the oscillation amplitudej, it is clear that a should be 10 tinxs greater if k is
roughly 100 times smaller.
Immersing the cantilever in liquid (also the piezo actuator is partially immersed‘! and raising the driving voltage
again from 10 to 100 kHz, results in the frequency characteristics as shown in Fig. l(aj (solid line). The cantilever
resonance in air at 52 kHz is damped, but the overall signal
level has increased when compared to the situation of air
(dashed line). More important, new resonances appear, especially in the 10 to 20 kHz range. Clhanging the layout of the
liquid cell-e.g., larger diameter-r
changing the liquid
level significantly, results in a shift of the positions of the
resonances and a change in their magnitude. The same holds
for changing from water to alcohol. These observations point
into the direction of the presence of acoustic modes in the
medium and the acoustic excitation of the cantilever.
Driving the cantilever at a resonance of 1.4.1 kHz, while
approaching a glass surface, gives the curve of Fig. 2(a).
Starting with a free oscillation of 30 nm, the cantilever starts
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FIG. 11 hj Cantilever deflection as a function of the driving frequency
(IO-l.U(J kfh) in nir (dsshed lint) and liquid (solid line) for a 100 pm
V-sh:~ped silicon nitride cantilever (k -0%
N/m). (b) Tip-sample (glass
slide) approach cute in air while oscillating the cantilever at 52 kHz. It
shows the cantilever d&&m
BS function of the vertical position of the
pic71rtobc
urn... for snmning in voltage ramp is supplied by the z electrode).
ii snd R; .seetext.

transitions from free cantilever movement to the pivoting
movement during contact. Selecting another resonance from
Fig. l(a) (at 23.6 kHzj can result in an approach curve as
shown in Fig. 2(cj. Since there is no region of amplitude
decrease before there is an upward shift of the top envelope
of oscillation, this resonance mode cannot be used for tapping.
In the region between A and B [Fig. 2(a)] a setpoint can
be selected to operate the feedback loop. Since there is no
continuous contact between tip and sample as in regular contact AFM, maximum and average loading Forces (I?‘,,, resp.
F,,) during imaging have to be determined. On the basis of
Fig. 2(b) and the assumption that the amplitude of free cantilever movement decreases linearly from A to B, we cakulate KS, and F,, in point C. The rest amplitude of free
cantilever movement at C is about 20 nm. Starting out with
an ,amplitude of 30 nm, this implies that the cantilever is
deflected 10 nm (bs) yielding an F,,, equal to 3.8 nN (k is
0.38 N/m). The free movement of the cantilever cm be described by a harmonic oscillation with period il’ and amplitude A,. During the period 7 the tip is in contact with the
sample. It can be derived that during r
F,=~A,,{iT/2~T)sin(2rr7/T)-cos(2n?-/Tj).
In approximation this becomes
4,:!

T2
T
0 I

F,,=kAo3
tapping the surface at point A. From A to R the oscillation
amplitude decreases, and a feedback loop can be operated.
Comparing this approach curve with Fig. lt.bj, shows that in
air the amplitude decreases symmetrically in the tapping region [A to Bj, whereas under liquid only the bottom envelope of the oscillation changes. This indicates that in air the
cantilever oscillates at its fundamental harmonic resonance
freqtency. In liquid on the other hand, the AFM is basically
operated in a mode taking force-vs-distance curvesa at a high
rate. From point B on the tip is permanently in contact with
the glass surface.’ The ~amplitude between A and R does not
decrease linearly as expected, but a contribution from the
angular detlrction during the period of contact builds up on
the decreased amplitude of free oscillation. This is more
clearlv visualized in Fig. 2(b), where arrows indicate the
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with T/T==arccos[(A,, - B.u)/A ,JB~. With Ao= 15 nm, B.r
= 10 nm and k =0.38 N/m, this results in an average loading
force F,, of 2.8 nN at point C. This force can be compared
w-ith the loading forces in contact mode AFM if the duty
cycle (r/T; equals 0.2 in point C) is taken into account. The
effective average loading force is then 0.55 nN.
In Fig. 3iaj a tapping mode AFM image of part of a
living monkey kidney cell is shown. The image shows nice
details on the cellular surface. The lateral resolution is currently a few tens of nanometers (data not shown). Changing
the damping, i.e., shifting setpoint C from A to R [Fig. 2(aj],
results in a significant decrease in imaged height of a cell,
and a visualization of subsurface features, such as cytoskeleta1 tibers.” In Fig. 3tb) this is illustrated by line scans on a

positiorr piezo tube

(c)

FIG. 2. (a) Tip-ssmplc (glass slide) approsch cur curve obtained by lowering the frequency of the ramping voltage supplied to the piezotube. It shows the
tmnsitions (‘arrows) from free csntilever movctnent to the pivoting movement while in contact. (c) Tip-sample approrich curve in liquid while oscillating the
crmtilevrr :xt 3.6 kHz. Here also tmnsitions from free cantilever movement are evident, but the upper envelope shifts upward simultaneously and no feedback

leap (‘basedon 3mnlituciedetectiotl)canbe operated.
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FIG. 3. (3) Tapping mode AFM image of a living monkey kidney cell on
glass in growth medium. The tdpping amplitude was 25 nm, the resonance
frequency was 14. I kHz and the average loading force during contact was
about 2 nN. The data has been high-pass filtered to enhance surfrlce features.
Image area: 20X2(1 pm’. (b) Imaged cell height upon increasing the damping (upper curve: low damping; lower curve: high damping), i.e., shifting
the setpoint from fl to R [see Fig. Z(s)].

cell monitored under an increasing damping. Recently we
have shown that this behavior can be explained by the viscoelastic properties of biological materials.” Under a tapping
motion at high frequencies the soft biological materials, such
as cell surfaces, behave as ‘&hard” materials. As a direct consequence it becomes less susceptible to deformation. This
may he the major reason for the success of the tapping mode
AFM and seems as important as the reduction of influence of
the lateral forces. Although the lateral forces in tapping mode
AFM are comparable to those in contact mode AFh%, the
energy dissipation by the lateral forces (causing sample degradation) in tapping mode ,mM is much smaller. In our case
the lateral movement during the period of contact is less than
1 nm (scau rdngc:
20 pm; 500 pixels; 10 cycles per pixel;
duty cycle: 0.2j. It is hard to imagine that any damage can he
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done by the lateral forces during this brief contact.
In contact mode AFM, the loading force is continuous
and the sample relaxates under this load. Although in contact
mode AFM the loading force may be lower than in tapping
mode AFM the deformation will be higher. In tapping mode
AFM one can mimic this situation by taking a setpoint close
to B [lower scan line in Fig. 3(b)]. In that case the tip is in
contact with the sample most of the time.
Experiments showed that the ZOO-pm-long cantilevers
do not meet the feedback requirements discussed above. This
could possibly be due to the physical characteristics of the
cantilever, which do not match the acoustic excitation modes
present in our liquid cell. So routinely the 100-,um-long cantilevers are currently being used with oscillation amplitudes
of 200 to 1000 nm in air and 20-200 nm in liquid. Most of
the resonances in Fig. l(a) (solid line) cannot be used in
tapping mode AFM, but there are always a few resonances in
the 10 to 20 kHz range which do meet the feedback requiremcnts. Although the stiff single crystal silicon cantilevers
( I 17 /*m long? can also be used in tapping mode AFM in
liquid, their high force constants give high loading forces
and tend to damage biological materials; the increase in
sample stiffness (at approximately 200 klIz) cannot compcnsate the increase in cantilever stiffness. Further experiments
are needed to evaluate the potential application of silicon
cantilevers with lower force constants (comparable to those
of the cantilevers used in this studyj in tapping mode AFM
on soft samples in liquid. Higher lateral resolution will probably be obtained, because the tips are sharper than the pyramidal tips on the silicon nitride cantilevers (10 mu vs 20-50
nm). Supertips on top of the pyramidal tips’ can also be used
to increase the resolution.
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